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Introduction 
 

Any time you are rolling on only two wheels you’re cheating gravity. When you corner your 
bike, you are cheating just a little bit more. And when you are taking a cornier in the low 
country on sandy, gritty, pot-holed asphalt…..well, you get it. You need to be especially 
attentive to keeping the rubber on the road.  
 
Like everything else in bicycling, there is a proper technique for safely navigating your trusty 
steed through curves and corners that will help you do it confidently and safely. Take a look at 
this article and compare your technique. 
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Could you improve your cornering? Here's how to tackle bends 
quickly and safely on a road bike 

Cornering safely at speed is an essential skill for all cyclists. We talk you through the best 
techniques to maintain speed, and stay upright 

By Anna Marie Hughes / Cycling.com 
July 21, 2022 

 

`Whether you're tackling repeated switchbacks on long and sweeping European descents, or 
more rugged and occasionally gravel strewn bends in the UK, you need to know how to corner a 
road bike. 

Corners keep cycling interesting, but to ride them well you'll need to know how to maintain 
your speed and keep your tyres on the tarmac. 

Lightweight bikes and narrow tyres - even with ever wider tyres being the current trend - do 
not allow for motorcycle-style knee to the ground cornering. Add to that the often-poor state 
of the roads you're riding on, and you soon realise cyclists are up against it a bit. It is vital to get 
your cornering technique nailed. 

APEXING WHEN CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE - WIDE IN, WIDE OUT 

We’ll not harp on about this for long, as we are talking real world scenarios in this feature, 
where it’s not always practical to corner in this manner. But it is worth touching on apexing 
nonetheless, as it’s universally recognised as the most effective way to take a bend at speed. 
Plus, the principles can be taken into account and applied to a certain extent on the road, even 
if they can’t be fully taken advantage of.  

“The key to keeping your speed through the corner is by keeping a straight line,” says Head of 
performance coach Togo Keynes of Njinga Cycling. Put simply, apexing a bend is about 
flattening out the curve as much as possible, by taking a broad line in and out of the turn. 
“If you’re coming into a tight left corner, you don’t want to be coming in hugging the grass on 
the left hand side,” Keynes points out. “A good 20 to 30 metres before you even get to the 
corner you’re going to want to be positioning yourself towards the white line in the middle of 
the road (on the correct left side) before coming towards the apex of the corner and then 
gliding out wide on the exit.” 



The flatter the curve the faster you will safely be able to go around it, or to look at it another 
way, you will be able to go through at the same speed but much more safely, as you won’t be 
struggling for grip or reaching for the brakes in a panic. Remember it’s still possible to apex a 
corner and stay on the correct side of the road. 

Keynes says that he finds a lot of experienced cyclists still position themselves in the middle of 
the left hand lane but says that you need to be closer to the white line before you come in and 
towards the apex.  

“Visualise the corner, hug the apex and push out wide,” Keynes advises.  

Once you’re by the apex of the corner, Keynes says that you need to start looking 20 metres out 
of the corner and move back towards the white line in the middle of the road again (while still 
staying on the correct left hand side). 

Although you'll be holding a set of handlebars firmly in your grasp, they aren't actually what's 
doing the steering – it’s leaning. Without getting too scientific, it’s a question of moving your 
centre of gravity so that the bike stays balanced around the turn. 

The faster you’re cornering, the further you will have to lean in order to get your centre of 
gravity lower, to maintain balance and grip. Clearly there are boundaries, as excessive leaning 
does not help once the tyres can no longer supply enough traction to keep you upright and 
sometimes it’s a fine line between success and failure. 

It’s a question of common sense, but more so familiarity with the bike and how it handles in a 
given scenario — for example when riding wet roads in the rain versus dry roads (which we will 
get into more later). Regardless of all the theory in the world, the best bet is to practise and 
find both your own, and your bike’s, comfort zones. 

INSIDE LEG UP, OUTSIDE LEG DOWN WHEN CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE 

As well as using your bodyweight in the corner to lean in, the positioning of your feet on the 
cranks is also very important. 

It’s good practice to stop pedalling as you lean the bike over in a turn (unless you’re on a fixie), 
keeping the inside pedal up to prevent it striking the ground – at best unsettling you and the 
bike, and at worst forcing you to have an impromptu sit down in the road (a crash). 

So if you’re coming into a left hand bend you should have your left foot up at 12 o'clock and 
right foot down at 6 o'clock.  

“Once your pedals are in this position you’ve got to put pressure on the outside pedal, that’s 
going to help you stay balanced,” Keynes points out, while at the same timing warning: “If 



you’ve got your left pedal down you could clip it and that’s going to cause an accident very 
easily. 

“If you do get a little clip, you’ll straighten up and then end up riding away from the corner, and 
then you have to come back in again, so it’s almost as though you’re doing two different turns”, 
he explains,” and that causes even more issues.” 

CHECKING YOUR SPEED WHEN CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE 

The general thinking here is it’s best to adjust your speed before the corner – getting your 
braking done while you are still upright and travelling in a straight line. That means you must be 
looking far enough ahead, but also relies on an ‘ideal-world scenario’, and a number of other 
assumptions. 

“If you can’t see around the corner then always my advice is to slow right down before,” Keynes 
advises. “You don’t know what’s around the corner, there could be gravel that’s spread across 
the road, this could be from trucks moving stuff or it could be from rainfall - if you go in with 
too much speed and you do have to brake you’re going to be in trouble because you could be 
braking on a loose surface”. 

If you have maps on your cycling computer, glancing down at this screen can also be useful for 
gauging how tight the bend really is. The truth of it is though that often you cannot see enough 
of the bend, or are unable to predict every eventuality, often resulting in the need for some 
pace adjustment in the turn. But there are ways you can make it safer. 

 
First, we appreciate it’s the hardest thing in the world to fight the body’s natural instincts, but if 
you feel it all getting a bit nervy in a corner your first reaction is likely to be to go rigid. Tensing 
up will just make things worse. So, hard as it is, try to stay relaxed, particularly your upper body. 
If you’re trying to scrub some speed then a big no-no is to apply a huge fistful of brake. 

If you grab at the front brake you risk the front end washing out (sliding out from under you). 
Locking the back wheel will send the bike into a speedway style, broadside skid, which is tricky 
to recover if you’re travelling at speed. So, the moral of the story here is: easy does it. 

Only apply brakes smoothly and sparingly. Remember you’re not trying to come to a stop, just 
scrub enough speed to bring the bike back onto the line you want and you’ll be amazed how 
little braking force is required. 

LOOK OUT WHEN CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE 

To be able to position yourself ready for the corner, and potentially slow down a touch 
beforehand, you need to be aware that the corner is coming up. 



Your eyes are your biggest allies when cornering. First, because you need to quickly scan the 
road and evaluate what lies ahead in the turn, sometimes making split-second decisions about 
speed and line choice. Second, your body, and subsequently bike, will naturally pull towards the 
point your eyes are focused on. 

When we say scanning, this doesn’t mean turning your head everywhere. But you should be 
using your peripheral vision and making slight head shifts to stay aware. 

When it comes to riding towards what you're looking at, if you’ve ridden off-road you may well 
have found this out the hard way. It usually goes a little something like this: “that’s a slippery 
looking tree root, I mustn’t ride… splat – too late!”  

But that doesn’t mean you should stop keeping your eyes peeled. Once you’ve registered the 
presence of potential pitfalls, then look ahead at the line you need to take, don’t remain 
focused on the obstacle or danger. 

CHANGE GEARS BEFORE CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE 

Now that you’ve glided through and exited the corner wide, you're going to want to accelerate 
back up to speed. But to do this efficiently and effectively you’re going to have to make these 
adjustments before you enter the corner.  

“Before you come into the corner you need to change up or down your gears, and this depends 
on the gradient of the road,” Keynes notes. If you’re cornering on descent change up one or 
two gears, and if the road rises on the exit shift one or two down the sprocket.  

CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE IN WET CONDITIONS   

All of the above apply when you’re cycling in the rain and cornering on wet tarmac, but you’ll 
just want to be a little bit gentler with your speed and your braking, and approach bends less 
aggressively, so not as much leaning into the corner. 
Looking at the surface of the road is also even more important in these conditions. “You want 
to try to avoid puddles because you don’t know what’s underneath and you don’t know how 
deep it is,” Keynes advises. 

Road bike tyre choice and tyre pressures are considerations that you should be making before 
setting off. Road bike tyres will combine speed, puncture protection and grip, and you should 
be running rubber that uses a stickier compound and in wet conditions - you’ll tend to find 
more options with this focus in the best winter tyres for road cycling. “A lower PSI will give you 
slightly more grip as you are cornering because it increases the surface area,” Keynes also 
notes. If you do run your tyres quite hard, consider reducing this by around five to 10 PSI.  

DOS AND DON'TS CORNERING YOUR ROAD BIKE 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cyclingweekly.com%2Fnews%2Fbest-winter-tyres-for-road-cycling-462830&data=05%7C01%7C%7C8665a8ae3c6f45ea18e808da945d9512%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637985426898463538%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=T5DoCRRQuHvqEBCKY4LpmbKJ%2Fg3b231s4IYTzPl2WTA%3D&reserved=0


DO look well ahead as this will give you maximum time to make a proper assessment of an 
upcoming bend. 
DON’T grab a big handful of brake while cornering – you’re quite likely to end up sat on the 
tarmac. 
DO keep focused on the exit of the corner, i.e. the point you are riding towards, even if you’ve 
strayed off your original line. 
DON’T hang off the bike like an ape. Pedal cycles are not Moto GP bikes, and it’s best to keep 
your body weight closer to the bike, maintaining control with maximum grip. 
DO stay relaxed, as hard as it sounds. If you can, most of those little ‘moments’ might come to 
nothing more than a flash of fast heartbeat and a rush of adrenalin. 
DON’T take unnecessary risks. There’s often much more to lose than there is to gain from going 
into a corner way too hot and overcooking it. Slow in and faster out is the safest approach. 

 
---------- 

 
Okay riders, see you next week. 
 
Until then, 
 
Make Every Ride Epic, 
 
Darryl 

 


